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parts of the world.  In this spirit we were pleased 

to welcome to Utrecht the ‘Perpetual Peace 

Project’ last semester. Initiated by Gregg 

Lambert, of Syracuse University in the USA, in 

cooperation with the United Nations University, 

this multi-media project aims to take off from 

the homonymous text by Immanuel Kant 

(published in 1795) and to update it for the third 

millennium. Why is ‘peace’ not a leading ideal 

for our societies anymore? 

Similar questions also formed the core of 

the agenda for our Treaty of Utrecht visiting 

professor Martti Koskenniemi, from the 

University of Helsinki. 

A specialist of international Law, including 

the 1713 Treaty of Utrecht, Koskenniemi 

combines an outstanding academic record with 

a very active public life, as legal counselor of the 

government of Finland both at the Peace 

Tribunal in The Hague and at the UN Security 

Council.

All of our work on peace and conflict resolution 

takes place in the frame of a  programme on 

cosmopolitan citizenship and the respect for 

cultural diversity. These are the pillars to build a 

progressive approach to social sustainability. 

We also pursued the discussions about social 

sustainability in the  ‘Humanities Labs’ of Paul 

Schnabel, who explored with a number of 

selected  guests the burning issues of today and 

gave illuminating examples of the contribution 

of cultural entrepreneurship to the making 

of sustainable societies.   As the emphasis on the 

value of culture was at the core of recent social 

mobilizations in this country, CfH is proud to 

contribute to this debate.  

Rosi Braidotti (Director CfH)
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The CfH commitment to social sustainability results in discussions about situations of conflict and warfare 
in the world today, as well as the recurrence of armed violence in advanced democratic societies. We live 
in a world that is at war not only with others but also with itself, as demonstrated by the tragic events in 
Norway last summer. Is our social space becoming more militarized, through hyper-nationalistic violence 
on the one hand and protocols of increased security on the other?

What is the relation between university research 

and education for peaceful coexistence? Is there 

a negative potential for higher education to 

contribute to violent conflicts, for instance by 

supporting divisive discourses about clashes of 

civilizations?  What can the Humanities do to 

critique what Ulrich Beck (visiting CfH next 

January) has called: ‘methodological 

nationalism’? How can higher education 

contribute to peace building, social and political 

reconciliation efforts, transitional justice in 

post-conflict societies and hence to sustainable 

societies? We need to clarify the conceptual, 

social and ethical linkages between education 

and practices of peace and social sustainability. 

These issues have an established record at CfH, 

thanks also to co-operation with the ‘Centre for 

Conflict Studies’ which stresses the brutal 

violence that marks political practice in so many 
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Can you give the reader a quick overview of the Autumn programme?

Looking back to the last semester, on top of the cutting edge master classes by 

our recurrent professors Balibar, Gilroy and Passerini, the Centre also enjoyed 

the company of two Artists in Residence. Paul Ward packed the Belle van 

Zuylen room for the first public lecture of his CfH-HAFF (Holland Animation 

Film Festival) Fellowship and Mercedes Bunz generated inspirational 

encounters with Utrecht New Media students and Impakt festival visitors. Of 

course the CfH Autumn semester would not have been complete without the 

visit of a new Treaty of Utrecht Professor. Last October and November the 

distinguished Finnish international law scholar Martti Koskenniemi threw new 

light upon the 1713 Treaty and the Law in general as ways of dealing with the 

different forms of violence and inhumanity that underscore the practice of 

wars and conflicts. 

What does the CfH have in store for us this upcoming spring?

As always the event that really stands out in early spring is our annual Utrecht 

School of Critical Theory in January. In 2012 this three-week Intensive 

Programme – funded by the Erasmus Life Long Learning Programme – will 

focus on ‘Risk Societies and Cosmopolitanism’ with keynote lectures by Ulrich 

Beck and Michael Hardt.

Immediately following the IP the Centre is very proud to host the second 

annual conference of ECHIC, the European Consortium of Humanities 

Institutes and Centres, which we co-founded back in 2008. CfH Utrecht will be 

welcoming more than forty European partners to our University to engage 

with the theme of “Grand Challenges for the Humanities” (more information 

on the website: www.echic.org). 

Later on in the spring there will also be several new and exciting activities with 

our Springdance and Early Music Festival Fellows. And of course Peter Galison 

will join us again from Harvard to focus on practices of visual representation in 

scientific research. The Descartes Centre and the Media Studies staff and 

students of Utrecht University will be closely connected to Galison’s return visit 

to the Centre.

Are there any events in particular you are looking forward to?

Although it’s hard to pick just one or two I would have to say that I am looking 

forward to the arrival of the next Treaty of Utrecht Visiting Professor. 

Regretfully I am not at liberty to reveal a name yet as the formalities are still 

being taken care of the moment this issue goes to press, but I may say that it is a 

very exciting personality. The other project that I do hope we will be able to 

continue is Humanities Lab Interview Series with Senior CfH-Fellow Professor 

Paul Schnabel. The four public interviews he conducted during the autumn 

were such a hit with the audience that we are looking to extend the series with 

two or three sessions during the spring semester. Finally I want to take the 

opportunity to remind everyone to join us on Facebook and subscribe to our 

mailing list so they don’t miss out on any of the exciting upcoming events of 

the Centre for the Humanities at Utrecht University.

Spring 2012 at the CfH
After a successful autumn programme with well-attended 
activities and events the CfH-team is about to finalize an equally 
dazzling spring. Once again Cornelie Vermaas has taken a few 
minutes to give the readers a glimpse of things to come in the 
spring 2012 programme. Memories of Peace, and of Utrecht

It is quite an exotic assignment  for a 
lawyer to be invited to teach with 
humanists and especially of the kind of 
sophisticated and critical variety that can 
be found at the Centre for Humanities in 
Utrecht. Rosi Braidotti’s invitation was of 
course impossible to turn down. In fact, 
jurists rather feel flattered by the fact of 
being taken seriously as scholars by those 
in the humanities. How far things have 
proceeded at the University from the 13th 
century – and how complicated the 
struggle of the faculties still! The visit had 
much to do with peace – pacifism, peace-
making, ideologies and laws of peace, 
and of the Peace of Utrecht. So in this 
regard an international lawyer felt not 
only at home but in some respect rather 
on top of things. 



On April 11, 2011 Professor Bourke gave the 

Treaty of Utrecht Address in the Louis Hartloper 

Complex for a select group of guests who felt up 

to dealing with this difficult topic. To the surprise 

of many, Professor Bourke’s research findings 

were not merely discomforting, they proved 

enlightening: human nature and intra-sexual 

discourse were examined with the fine tooth 

comb of academia.

Rape, and the Treaty of Utrecht: where’s the 

connection? An act of rape is a very specific, 

personal and violent act of war between 

perpetrator and victim. Professor Bourke 

discussed the definition of rape, of the rapist, 

illustrated her findings with rape’s accepted 

connection to war, how it is deemed inherent to 

war time conflict, even grotesquely accepted as 

inevitable to man’s instincts in the heat of battle.

Responses to Professor Bourke’s lecture were 

given by Prof. Geert Buelens en Dr. Jolle 

Demmers, augmenting her point of view from 

the perspectives of, on the one hand, modern 

Treaty of Utrecht Address
It is not an easy subject. In fact, hearing the very word rape makes us squirm in 
discomfort. Yet this is exactly the very challenging subject of the first female 
and fourth Treaty of Utrecht Visiting Professor Joanna Bourke’s academic 
research. Throughout her career Bourke has developed the discipline 
of history into a diversified analysis of the different forms of violence and 
inhumanity that underscore the progress of human civilization. Awareness 
of gender, race and class plays a major role in professor Bourke’s work.

literature, and, on the other, conflict studies. The 

audience was then encourages to hand in 

written questions to all three speakers.

Perro de Jong of Radio Netherlands Worldwide 

(Wereldomroep) undertook the task of engaging 

those in attendance in a discussion in there are 

no easy answers to the private wars of rape. The 

context of individual acts were discussed, from a 

political, gender, even religious point of view.

Professor Bourke’s most recent publication, 

What it Means to be Human: Reflections from 

1791 to the Present (2011) was released by 

Virago last September.

Cynthia Wilson 

(Treaty of Utrecht Organization)
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The exhibition inspired by Immanuel Kant’s 

famous essay on Perpetual Peace from 1795 that 

was opened in the University Library in October 

was a highlight of the first part of the visit. The 

essay itself has often puzzled commentators. It 

was written as Kant was already an old man. 

How did it relate with the three critiques and 

more generally his philosophical work?  Was it 

meant in complete seriousness? Or had perhaps 

some of the irony of its opening lines – the 

reference to the Dutch inn-keepers sign with 

“Perpetual Peace” alongside a tombstone – 

attached to the essay too. Some years ago I 

tended to think this, but I am no longer sure. At 

least posterity has taken the essay with great 

seriousness and political philosophers such as 

Jürgen Habermas, often return to it in their 

writings. And of course on the videos, of which 

the exhibition consisted, many modern thinkers 

reflected on the essay’s .

The second part of the visit peaked in a 

mini-symposium on the Peace of Utrecht of 

1712-1713. This was a famous e event that 

ended the Spanish wars of succession. It 

consisted of a series of treaties dealing with 

limiting Bourbon ambitions in Europe, colonial 

frontiers between France and England in North 

America, and the transfer of the asiento, the  

monopoly of American slave trade from Spain to 

the British South Sea Company. I was tasked to 

answer the question, was the Peace a “Utopian 

arrangement”? Of course it was not. It was a 

diplomatic event of pomp and circumstance that 

reset the European political system on the 

balance of power. But it did inspire some 

thinkers, such as the French Abbé de Saint-Pierre 

to write and publish a “Plan for Perpetual Peace”  

on which much of the political thought relating 

to international affairs along the 18th century 

occasionally focused. Jean-Jacques  Rousseau, 

for example, wrote two brief tracts commenting 

on, but ultimately rejecting the Abbé’s proposed 

“European Union” as unworkable. This did not 

mean the end of peace proposals, however. 

Memories of Peace, and of Utrecht In this way, a jurist such as myself found  much to 

say and comment upon during two visits in my 

new capacity of a the Treaty of Utrecht Professor 

at the University of Utrecht. Eternal peace may 

still today remain a mirage. But to take our cue 

from Kant – if it provides occasion for us 

academics not only to visit strikingly beautiful 

European cities such as Utrecht, but also to come 

back to the meaning and strategies of 

peacefulness today, then it still achieves 

something of great practical value.

Martti Koskenniemi 

(Fifth Treaty of Utrecht Visiting Professor)
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When this issue went to press the Humanities 

Lab interview series conducted by Utrecht’s own 

Professor Paul Schnabel was midstream. After 

last year’s series in which Schnabel provided the 

audience with an insight into ‘the collective 

hysteria of the Dutch’, this year’s series addresses 

the question if and how government cutbacks 

could also offer opportunities for the arts and 

culture sector. What kind of response is required 

from the arts and culture actors? What about 

modern day patronage? Should culture really 

be all about supply and demand, about cultural 

entrepreneurship?

Schnabel’s first guest Martijn Sanders, former 

director of the Concertgebouw and current 

director of the Vereniging Rembrandt, was very 

clear in his response to this last question: 

“cultural entrepreneurship should be applied as 

a means not as a goal. Art is not about efficacy.” 

During the second interview Kees Weeda, until 

2012 the general secretary to the national Raad 

voor Cultuur (the legal Advisor to the 

government in the fields of the arts, culture and 

media), expressed optimism in relation to 

possible future collaborative opportunities that 

will present itself as a result of the demise of 

governmental support. One plus one might 

become three after all.

Esther Rinkens 

(Executive Manager CfH)

How Less Might Become More?
One percent of the total cutbacks the current Dutch Cabinet is committed to 
implement has to come from the various arts and culture programmes which till 
now were subsidized by the government. In a relative sense this does not seem an 
unreasonable percentage considering the current worldwide financial and 
economic crisis. In an absolute sense, however, it actually equals thirty percent of 
the total budget our National Government annually spends on Art, Culture and 
Media all together. Et voila! In no time less is more – and definitely not in the 
constructive way Mies van der Rohe meant when he applied the iconic line from a 
Robert Browning poem (1855) to modernist design in the late twenties and early 
thirties of the last century.

Data Journalism and Dark Intervals: 
Two Festival Fellows on New Media and 
Animation

This year’s CfH Festival Fellow Programme presents new joint activities with two 
longstanding and unique Utrecht Festivals: Impakt and the Holland Animation Film 
Festival for audiovisual arts (HAFF). Together with the Department of Media and 
Cultures Studies and the MA New Media & Digital Culture, Mercedes Bunz (London) 
for Impakt and Paul Ward (Bournemouth) for HAFF, designed exciting programmes to 
accompany the respective festivals and bring together academic and civic culture in 
Utrecht.

Acclaimed journalist Mercedes Bunz, PhD, 

was editor in chief of the German newspaper 

Der Tagesspiegel and is one of the founders and 

editors in chief of the innovative magazine 

De-Bug. Currently she is affiliated with 

The Guardian as reporter for technology and 

media. Bunz also lectured on online journalism 

at the University of Arts in Berlin and the Zurich 

University of Arts.

In her introductory lecture, held on October 28 

Bunz captured the principles of the new digital 

public, comparing it to the traditional audience 

of journalism. The festival fellow argued strongly 

that, instead of splintering the public sphere into 

factions, the platform-rich environment of new 

media news distribution can function in different 

ways. Both general and academic attention 

needs to be paid to these innovative functions. 

During the Impakt Festival, which this year had 

as theme “The Right to Know”, Bunz hosted 

the Trouble Ahead Symposium on openness and 

secrecy in information gathering and 

distribution, with guests from Russia, the U.S., 

Germany and the Netherlands. She  also  taught 

an MA student workshop on data journalism 

and data visualization, the results of which will 

be published in the online magazine of the 

MA New Media & Digital Culture. 

Paul Ward is Principal Lecturer in Animation at 

the Arts University College at Bournemouth 

and serves as the President of the International 

Society for Animation Studies. During his first 

public lecture in Utrecht , Dark Intervals, 

Mechanics and Magic, Ward addressed the 

relationship between animation as magic and 

animation as process. This issue is set in the 

interstices between the made and the given, 

making and matter,  and is therefore responsible 

for the illusion of what life animation is all about. 

The reconciliation between the domains of 

magic and process will also be the theme for 

Wards next stay in Utrecht (March 22-31, 2012) 

and will materialize in animation viewings, a 

student workshop in collaboration with the 

Netherlands Institute for Animation Film (NIAF) 

in Tilburg, as well as an international symposium 

and a curated programme at the Holland 

Animation Film Festival.

Ann-Sophie Lehmann 

(Media and Cultural Studies Department

 Utrecht University)



In May 2011, groups of scholars from Utrecht 

University and Harvard University –  institutions 

which share, among other things, the same year 

of foundation – met for a two day symposium, 

‘Sustaining Environments’. The event also 

launched the collaboration between the CfH 

with the  Utrecht Centre for Earth and 

Sustainability and sought to address, among 

other issues, the definition, ambiguity, and 

complicating nature of ‘sustainability’; the 

history of its recent broad application to crises 

in ecology and culture; the pressures exerted 

within the humanities to orient themselves to 

the notion, and to consider the kind of 

interdisciplinary alliances that might be possible 

and desirable so as to raise the arts and 

humanities to the challenges of social and 

environmental sustainability; and, finally, 

whether the discourse of “sustainability” is, 

in itself, even sustainable?

Over the last thirty years, and especially since the end of the Cold War, the
relevance of the word ‘sustainability’, originally emerging within discourses of 
environmentalism and ecology, has been extended so as to embrace other 
challenges to our collective future: economic, technological, ethical, and 
educational. 
 

On the first day of the conference, Klaas van 

Egmond sketched out ‘The Human Dimension 

of Sustainability’; Rosi Braidotti worked those 

broader issues into her analysis of ‘Eco-

philosophy and the Posthuman’. Bas van Bavel 

then explored ‘Sustainability in a long-run 

perspective: using history as a laboratory’; and 

finally, David Pascoe discussed aspects of 

‘Shakespeare’s Sustaining’. The following day, 

the Harvard cohort responded with their own 

interventions. Joyce Chaplin asked ‘Is there a 

History of Sustainability?’ after which David 

Rodowick explored ‘The Value of Being 

Disagreeable’. Kate Soper, a last minute 

replacement for an indisposed Harvard speaker, 

rounded off the conference with a passionate, 

and politically engaged examination of 

‘Eco-criticism and Hedonist Renewal.’

In the concluding panel session, the participants 

agreed that the Humanities’ role in fostering 

environmental and cultural sustainability could 

only be appreciated if its core disciplines were 

valued and pursued with the same enthusiasm 

that administrators, students, and the public 

demonstrate toward more ‘practical’ fields of 

study and research, increasingly dominated 

by technology, commerce, and science. Such 

conferences as this ensure that the perceived 

imbalance between the disciplines might be 

rendered unsustainable.

David Pascoe 

(English Department, Utrecht University)
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Sustaining Humanities

In 2013, on June 21 and 22, the Centre for the 

Humanities will be hosting an international 

conference on the colonial legacy of the 

Treaty of Utrecht. We are starting from the 

date of the signing of the Treaty in 1713, when 

In 2010, the Centre for the Humanities started a new programme on the colonial 
legacy of the 1713 Treaty of Utrecht. In 2013 the 300th anniversary of this Treaty 
will be commemorated by the city and province of Utrecht with a very rich and 
diverse cultural programme throughout the year. The Centre for the Humanities 
of Utrecht University is the partner of the Treaty of Utrecht Foundation for the 
scientific and academic programme in the commemorative year. Of the many 
activities planned for that year, in this issue we report on the flagship action on 
the colonial legacy.  

peace was restored in Europe. The peace treaty 

also had important ramifications for the 

overseas world. It contained the Asiento, the 

right to trade slaves to the South Americas. In 

the Treaty of Utrecht, the Asiento was given to 

the British. Thus linking the Treaty of Utrecht 

with the history of slavery and colonialism, 

we will in the end arrive at 1863, the year when 

the Netherlands abolished slavery.

In order to prepare for the international 

conference in 2013, the Centre for 

the Humanities has worked together with 

Kosmopolis Utrecht to start a number of public 

events on the theme of the colonial legacy of 

the Treaty of Utrecht. In 2011, the CfH and 

Kosmopolis Utrecht have co-organized a public 

debate on ‘Slavery: the Utrecht Connection?!’ 

with renowned scholar Professor Catherine Hall, 

a Keti-Koti-evening with storytelling and rituals 

in order to commemorate the abolition of slavery 

and a public interview with Pulitzer Price-winning 

author Isabel Wilkerson on her book The Warmth 

of Other Suns.

In April 2012, the Centre is proud to present a 

walking guide and a GPS-tour – co-funded by 

the K.F. Heinfonds, the De Winterfonds and 

Kosmopolis Utrecht – on traces of slavery and 

colonialism in the historic city of Utrecht. The 

walking tour will link well known buildings such 

as the former post office, historic sites along the 

Oudegracht and remarkable persons such as 

Ceylon-born Quint Ondaatje and poet/author 

Nicolaas Beets with the history of slavery. So if you 

want to find out the connection between the 

historic city of Utrecht and the history of slavery 

and colonialism make sure you upload your app 

or buy the booklet from April onwards.

Esther Captain 

(Project Coordinator CfH)

The Colonial Legacy of the Treaty of Utrecht 
(1713-1863-2013) 
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peace between the academic and the civic spheres 

with activities that encourage  deliberations on 

peace amongst students, academics, local Utrecht 

neighborhoods and institutions. In the spring of 

2012 for instance, our School of Critical Theory will 

motivate students to rethink their concept of peace 

in a practical assignment. Participants will conduct 

street interviews, partake in dialogues with local 

institutions and develop interactive formats such 

as blogs that create feasible reformulations of 

peace in a contemporary g-local setting. 

These ideas will then be transformed into practice 

throughout the year with panels, symposiums and 

debates. The video documentation of these 

events, as well as newly shot footage with Utrecht 

citizens and institutions will be used in the large 

Perpetual Peace exhibition of 2013. Not only will 

this Exhibition present the diverse stories of peace 

in Utrecht, but it will present the complexity 

surrounding the concept of peace between the 

fields of diplomacy and theory anchored in Kant’s 

Perpetual Peace essay.

To get the ball rolling two of the participants of the 

PPP-symposium agreed to give their take on the 

concepts of war en peace in the third millennium.

Nina Pigaht

 (Programme Coordinator CfH)

Active fellows 

Prof. Christoph Baumgartner 
Dr. Bolette Blaagaard 
Prof. Maaike Bleeker
Dr. Jolle Demmers
Dr. Rick Dolphijn
Dr. Jeroen van Dongen
Prof. Ido de Haan
Maria Hlavajova
Dr. Bram Ieven
Prof. Ed Jonker
Dr. Birgitte Kaiser
Prof. Frank Kessler
Dr. Ann-Sophie Lehmann
Prof. Paulo de Medeiros
Dr. Eva Midden
Prof. David Pascoe
Dr. Sandra Ponzanesi
Prof. Ann Rigney
Dr. Iris van der Tuin
Prof. Peter van der Veer
Dr. Bald de Vries
Prof. Berteke Waaldijk
Prof. Emile Wennekes

Senior  fellows 

Prof. Hans van Ginkel
Prof. Siep Stuurman 
Prof. Frits van Oostrom 
Prof. Paul Schnabel

Advisory Board 

Prof. Maarten Prak (History)
Prof. Bert van den Brink (Philosophy)
Prof. Anne Marie Korte (Theology)
Prof. Sergey Avrutin (Linguistics)

Within Utrecht University Cfh Cooperates with

The Descartes Centre
The Research Institute for History and Culture (OGC)
The Utrecht Institute for Linguistics (UiL OTS)
The Research Institute for Theology and Religious 
Studies (INTEGON)
The Faculty of Law, Economics and Governance
The Department of Cultural Anthropology and 
Sociology
The Netherlands Graduate School for Literary 
Studies (OSL)
The Netherlands Research School for Gender 
Studies (NOG)
Graduate Gender Programme (GGeP)
Media and Cultural Studies department (MCW)
The Centre for Conflict Studies (CCS) 
The Utrecht Centre for Earth and Sustainability 
(USI)
Research Focus Areas:
• Conflicts and Human Rights
• Cultures and Identities
• History and Philosophy of the Sciences 
 and the Humanities
• Origins and Impacts of Institutions

Simply put, the Perpetual Peace Project is based on the secret hope 
that by illustrating and displaying the idea of peace in a number 
of public venues, it can be brought into the general public debate. 
Although cultural activism always runs the risk of negative judgment 
and hasty dismissal, an exhibition about the concept of perpetual 
peace will simply have to force you to reconsider your position, 
despite the evidence that has been amassed against it over the course 
of the past two centuries. 

The Perpetual Peace Project (PPP) is a response to 

the principle that ‘peace’ is an abstract concept, 

a utopian idea that cannot fathom the conflicts 

that we face in society on a global and local scale 

today. Syracuse Humanities Institute initiated 

the Perpetual Peace project as an alternative to 

this frame of mind. It figures peace, not as an 

absence of war, but an ongoing dialogue 

between anyone who is willing to participate.

By bringing this project to Utrecht, the Centre for 

the Humanities aims to mobilize discussions on 

peace and bridge that discourse from the 

academic to a civic arena. In the fall of 2011 this 

was achieved by the first Perpetual Peace 

Exhibition held at the Utrecht University Library. 

The installation was arranged in an open space 

with six video monitors each depicting a video 

response by leading intellectuals on Immanuel 

Kant’s seminal essay entitled “Perpetual Peace”. 

The installation implied that there was an 

ongoing virtual conversation amongst the 

featured artists and academics.

At the heart of the exhibit space there was a 

computer pillar logged onto a specially made 

Perpetual Peace blog. On this virtual space, 

visitors of the exhibition could write down their 

reaction to the statements on peace. The blog is 

still live and part of our consensus to keep the 

dialogue on peace flowing.

During the 2013 Treaty of Utrecht festivities, The 

CfH will continue to enforce the exchange on 

Perpetual 
Peace 
Revised
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different systems of “knowledge” have all 

produced “authorities” who define and interpret 

local incidents of violence, but also, and 

importantly, act upon these interpretations. The 

very tendency to place particular kinds of violence 

into a particular frame often involves misplacement, 

which in turn may contribute to the distribution 

and persistence of those events in space and time.

The portrayal of a bar room brawl as an ‘ethnic 

clash’, car-burnings in French suburbs as a  ‘new 

What Happened to the Concept of War?
intifada’, and sexual violence in the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo as ‘a weapon of war’ are all 

examples of how violent acts are increasingly 

framed in terms that are removed from –but 

certainly feed into--the local settings in which they 

occur.  It is this global-local dialectics of framing, in 

which a variety of actors fight a discursive battle 

over image, the justification of violence, blame and 

accountability, which is at the core of the study of 

war today.

Jolle Demmers 

(Conflict Studies, Utrecht University)

Statesman who knows, in all cases, that peace is 

merely a game for lawyers and politicians.

Over the past two centuries, Pax Romanticus has 

been superseded by Pax Americanus, standing 

armies continue to exist, money and national 

debt have been contracted as new instruments 

of war on an ever widening and global scale, 

and; as Kant warned, the right of nations to go 

to war has been so disposed of that it appears 

quite legal “for them to destroy and devour each 

other, and thus to find Perpetual Peace only in 

the wide grave.” Nevertheless, hidden in his text 

What Happened to the Concept of Peace?
Kant also devised a secret article that was crafted 

to preserve the idea of peace for future 

generations; here, Kant remains optimistic and 

holds open the possibility that even in act of 

preparing for the next war, the politician will still 

consider in his or her own privacy (as a citizen 

of the world) the philosopher’s “sweet dream of 

peace.” 

As Jeremy Bentham once observed, the only 

possible objection that one can have against a 

proposal for perpetual peace is a rejection of the 

proposal itself as something unworthy for us to 

consider.

Gregg Lambert 

(Director Syracuse Humanities Institute)

Written just two centuries ago, Kant’s Perpetual Peace already forecasts 
an air of cynicism and impassioned disbelief that holds suspect any mention of peace 
as a realistic goal of politics today, if ever. We asked CfH international partner and 
conceptual initiator of the PPP Professor Lambert to define the concept of peace.

The Utrecht Centre for Conflict Studies has been in the midst of global discussions 
as well as grounded practices of peace-keeping and conflict resolutions for years.  
It trains academic, political and ethical thinkers and practical operators that intervene 
professionally in the theatre of war and peace. We asked CfH active fellow 
Dr. Demmers to define the concept of war in her field of study today. 

Acknowledging the dominance of this view in 

his own time, Kant offers two somewhat 

pessimistic images that serve as cautionary 

reminders to his treatise that pretends to sketch 

out, in the form of a treaty with human nature, 

the conditions of an everlasting peace: first, the 

sign above a certain Dutch Inn portraying a 

graveyard beneath the words “Eeuwige Vrede”, 

as if an admission that the only peace that 

humans can ever hope for is the peace of the 

grave; the second is the image of the 

philosopher himself, with his “sweet dream of 

peace,” as a child under the foot of the worldly 

The use of the concept of war shows us how 

different words assume dominance at different 

times, with the word choice selected according to 

the power assigned at different levels. Over the past 

decades the power to define and interpret local 

incidents of violence, to place them in specific 

contexts of local knowledge, has been removed 

from the local societies in which they occur. 

From colonial racism, to the Cold War ideological 

stand-off, the War on Drugs and the War on Terror, 
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Furthermore, this autumn the CfH was one of 

the faculty institutes that had the pleasure of 

meeting a delegation of the School of 

Humanities of the University of Hyderabad, 

India. This delegation, chaired by Professor 

Mohan Ramanan, the Dean of the School, was 

aiming at exploring further possibilities of 

collaboration with Utrecht University. On this 

occasion, the CfH offered to host one of the 

delegation members, Professor Tutun 

Mukherjee as a visiting professors in 2012. 

During her planned stay in Utrecht, Prof. 

Mukherjee will participate in the Post Colonial 

Initiative Project and in the gender programme. 

Moreover, she will initiate a scientific research 

project on “Surinami Hindosthani Diaspora in 

Utrecht to Explore the Strands of their Identities 

and Cultural Production.”  

The Asian connection of the CfH further 

manifests itself with another inspiring new 

The Asia Connection

projects. In December 2011 the CfH will host the 

first meeting of the seminar series on ‘Global 

Humanities’. The series has been organized 

together with the Centre for Human Values of 

the Chinese University of Hong (CUHK) and the 

Jackman Institute for Humanities of the 

University of Toronto.

This seminar series presents a list of renowned 

scholars like Professor Liu Xiaogan, Simon 

Haynes and David Parker from CUHK and 

Professor Song Ping of Xiamen University. In the 

next Update a report on the seminar series will 

be published. Utrecht University has awarded 

this initiative with a grant for International 

Strategic Collaboration.

Marlise Mensink

(Senior Policy Advisor International 

Development, Faculty of Humanities UU)

Internationally CfH Cooperates with

• The Centre for Law and the Humanities, 
 Birkbeck College London
• The Centre for Law, Justice and Journalism, 
 City University London
• The Centre for research in the Arts, Social Sciences  
 and Humanities, University of Cambridge
• The Chinese University of Hong Kong
• The Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies
• The Humanities Center, Harvard University
• The Institute for Advanced Studies in the   
 Humanities, University of Edinburgh
• The Jackman Humanities Institute, University of   
 Toronto
• The London School of Economics
• The School of Humanities, University of   
 Hyderabad, India
• The Syracuse Humanities Institute, New York
• The Trinity Long Room Hub, Trinity College Dublin
• Xiamen University, China

Recurrent Visitors at CfH

• Prof. Donna Haraway (Emerita UC Santa Cruz)
• Prof. Etienne Balibar (Paris-Nanterre-Irvine)
• Prof. Henrietta Moore (University of Cambridge)
• Prof. Judith Butler (University of Berkeley)
•  Prof. Luisa Passerini (University of Turin)
• Prof. Paul Gilroy (London School of Economics)
• Prof. Peter Galison (Harvard University)
• Prof. Saba Mahmood (University of Berkeley)

Within Civil Society CfH Cooperates with

BAK, Basis voor Actuele Kunst Utrecht
Cervantes 
City2Cities
Holland Animation Film Festival
Impakt
Kosmopolis
The City Council Utrecht 
The Early Music Festival
The Province of Utrecht
The Treaty of Utrecht Foundation
Springdance Festival

Organisation

Director: Prof. Rosi Braidotti
Executive Manager: Esther Rinkens, MPhil  
Programme coordinator: Nina Pigaht, MA
Secretary: Ms Cornelie Vermaas

Since its very beginning, the focus of the CfH has been on globalization and hence on 
the Global Humanities. As such it also had a focus on Asia, both as an object of 
research and as a source of visitors. In June 2010 for example, the CfH welcomed 
Professor Arjun Appadurai, who addressed the intersection between the postsecular 
and postcolonial Europe from a challenging new perspective. 

The Academic & the Civic

•  Meet the Author: Rosi Braidotti Feb. 2

•  HAFF Festival Fellow Paul Ward March 22-31

•  Treaty of Utrecht Lecture tba

•  Writer in Residence Mercedes Abad April 16-29

•  Meet the Author: Rutvica Andrijasevic May  tba

•  Early Music Festival Fellow Lorenze Ghielmi June 4-9

•  Treaty of Utrecht Visiting Professor January-June 

•  Inaugural Lecture Treaty of Utrecht May 31

Social Sustainability

•  Utrecht School of Critical Theory Jan. 16-Feb. 3

•  Lecture & Master Class Ulrich Beck Jan. 19-20

•  Lecture & Roundtable Michael Hardt Jan. 26-27

•  ECHIC Conference Feb. 28-Mar. 1

•  Deleuze seminar series Feb. 7; Mar. 13; Apr. 24

•  International Women’s Day March 8

•  Margery Garber   March tba

•  Deleuze Symposium May 15

Interfaces between Science & Humanities

•  Peter Galison Lecture & Seminars March tba

CfH’s Spring Calendar


